
ConfigOS™ STIG 360 
  Accelerating RMF Accreditation with STIG Automation 

SteelCloud has years of experience in developing and  
delivering technologies to the U. S. government that simplify 
compliance for the DISA STIGs (Security Technical 
Information Guides).  ConfigOS, with its unique STIG 360 
technology, was designed to simplify initial STIG hardening 
for any GOTS/COTS application to accelerate accreditation.   

Using the ConfigOS Builder, a user can harden and test every 
CAT 1/2/3 STIG control around an application in only 60 
minutes – rather than days, weeks, or months.  Additionally, 
the automated output of the STIG360 process is an applica-
tion-specific STIG signature that is fully documented and can 
be used in any environment to update/manage secure base-
lines and perform ongoing remediation tasks.  ConfigOS will 
accelerate your RMF/ATO process by virtually eliminating 
the STIG hardening effort from the program timeline.  

Beyond the Initial Hardening Process 

Setting up, testing, and documenting security policy controls 
for a new application can be one of the most time consum-
ing tasks in the implementation process.  While ConfigOS 
reduces initial hardening for any application to only 60 
minutes, hardening is not a one-time task.  Periodic applica-
tion updates and new STIG releases create a continual 
hardening cycle.  

Key considerations are both the cost of STIG remediation 
and the requirement to keep applications and security up to 
date.  Both these considerations support the need to elimi-
nate manual processes in favor of automated STIG remedia-
tion approach.  ConfigOS STIG 360 was developed to address 
both the initial and the ongoing STIG compliance remedia-
tion.  ConfigOS not only accelerates the implementation of 
new STIGs and new application releases, but it also acceler-
ates their timely replication across the enterprise.   TM 

Eliminating Waivers and Exceptions 

Documenting and supporting STIG waivers and  
exceptions for the life of a system has significant 
costs - in both time and expense.  Many waivers, 
however, are simply unnecessary. They exist  
because, when new applications were rolled out, it 
was more expedient to create the waivers than it 
was to manually test and evaluate every control.  

By automating the initial STIG testing, ConfigOS  
allows the user to evaluate every STIG control in 
under 60 minutes.  The result is that waivers are 
reduced to an absolute minimum along with the 
requisite ongoing time and expense. 

ConfigOS STIG 360 Impacts . . . 

IT Agility 
 Reduces STIG hardening effort from

days/weeks to minutes

 Increases the capacity to implement
and support new technologies

 Eliminates downtime due to manual

processes and errors

 Reduces the time to implement new

STIGs into production

Expense Reduction 
 Reduces the time/effort to reconcile

STIG and application errors

 Eliminates the need to document
and track unnecessary waivers

 Simplifies the movement of applica-
tions to new cost-effective infrastruc-
tures, such as the commercial cloud

Complete STIG hardening for any application in just 
60 minutes - rather than of days/weeks/months 
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ConfigOS is a patented STIG automation tool designed to accelerate RMF accreditation

STIG Policy Authoring - ConfigOS is a Policy Signature authoring system designed to allow users to 
easily create/tune/extend STIG controls to the requirements of their application environments.  This 
capability is used to create secure baselines and support the pre-production/RMF/ATO process as 
well as supporting the new STIG compliance requirements for systems already in production.  The 
ConfigOS Builder allows a customer to harden every CAT I/II/III control around an application in 
typically less than 60 minutes versus days/weeks/months, thus significantly reducing the 
accreditation timeline.  ConfigOS has special functionality to support STIG POAMs/waivers. 

STIG Policy Scanning –ConfigOS is not a generalized vulnerability scanner like ACAS, but rather, it is 
the highest performance STIG-specific scanning tool available.  It has greater STIG coverage than 
SCAP and can scan/report on 3,000 to 5,000 endpoints per hour per instance of ConfigOS. 

STIG Policy Remediation – ConfigOS is an automated STIG remediation system – it automatically 
fixes STIG control non-conformances.  For Windows and Linux, ConfigOS has more remediation 
coverage than SCAP scans for.  ConfigOS is an extremely high performance tool with the ability to 
remediate 1,000 to 3,000 endpoints per hour per instance of ConfigOS.  With its simple 
implementation, it is easy to stand-up multiple instances of ConfigOS for even greater throughput. 

STIG Compliance Reporting, XCCDF & Checklist Output – As ConfigOS scans/remediates, it
automatically produces easy to understand STIG compliance reports.  These reports are produced 
in a useful HTML format. ConfigOS also, automatically produces XCCDF and Checklist output that
can be loaded directly into STIG Viewer.   

STIG 360 – ConfigOS provides facilities to manage the entire STIG compliance lifecycle - from the 
automation of initial system hardening, to managing secure baselines, to the ongoing remediation 
of production systems. 

DoD Use Cases – ConfigOS is agent-less and does not require changes to endpoint application stacks.  
ConfigOS requires no new infrastructure - no Internet, no web servers, no database servers, no 
license servers, no domain controllers, no changes in Active Directory, no STIG waivers.  ConfigOS 
effectively operates in both large and small networks, classified environments, labs, disconnected 
networks, and tactical environments with connected and disconnected endpoints. 

ConfigOS Enhances the Coordination with Active Directory GPO – ConfigOS includes new patent-
pending technology that identifies and reports GPO conlicts.  ConfigOS will determine specific 
controls, on specific systems where Acive Directory is taking endpoints out of compliance.  This 
information allows the user to coordinate timely GPO "fixes."

ConfigOS STIG Coverage – SteelCloud supports over 10,000 STIG controls in a wide range of
tested STIG signatures that our customers customize to their unique requirements. These include: 

Windows XP/7/8/10/2003/'08/'12/'16 WIN Firewall & .NET MS Office 10/13/16 DC 2008/'12/'16
Linux RH 5/6/7, SUSE, CENTOS IIS Site & Server IE 10/12 & Chrome SQL Server

About SteelCloud - SteelCloud is a U.S. owned small business located in Ashburn Virginia. 
SteelCloud has years of experience in automating STIG and policy compliance in every Service across 
the DoD, in both private and cloud infrastructures.  ConfigOS is available on GSA and other BPAs.
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